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Abstract. Over the past decade, data science and machine learning
has grown from a mysterious art form to a staple tool across a variety
of fields in academia, business, and government. In this paper, we intro-
duce the concept of tree-based pipeline optimization for automating one
of the most tedious parts of machine learning—pipeline design. We im-
plement a Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT) and demon-
strate its effectiveness on a series of simulated and real-world genetic
data sets. In particular, we show that TPOT can build machine learning
pipelines that achieve competitive classification accuracy and discover
novel pipeline operators—such as synthetic feature constructors—that
significantly improve classification accuracy on these data sets. We also
highlight the current challenges to pipeline optimization, such as the
tendency to produce pipelines that overfit the data, and suggest future
research paths to overcome these challenges. As such, this work repre-
sents an early step toward fully automating machine learning pipeline
design.
Keywords: pipeline optimization, hyperparameter optimization, data
science, machine learning, genetic programming
1 Introduction
Data science is a fast-growing field: Between 2011 and 2015, the number of self-
reported data scientists has more than doubled [1]. At the same time, machine
learning—one of the primary tools of the modern data scientist—has experienced
a revitalization as academics, businesses, and governments alike discovered new
applications for automated algorithms that can learn from data. As a conse-
quence, there has been a growing demand for tools that make machine learning
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Fig. 1. A depiction of a typical machine learning pipeline. Before building a
model of the data, the practitioner must ensure that the data is ready for modeling
by performing an initial exploratory analysis (e.g., looking for missing or mislabeled
data) and either correct or remove the offending records (i.e., data cleaning). Next, the
practitioner may transform the data in some way to make it more suitable for modeling,
e.g., by normalizing the features (i.e., feature transformation), removing features that
do not seem useful for modeling (i.e., feature selection), and/or creating new features
from the existing data (i.e., feature construction). Afterward, the practitioner must
select a machine learning model to fit to the data (i.e., model selection) and select
the model parameters that allow the model to make the most accurate classification
from the data (i.e., parameter optimization). Lastly, the practitioner must validate
the model in some way to ensure that the model’s predictions generalize to data sets
that it was not fitted on (i.e., model validation), for example, by testing the model’s
performance on a holdout data set that was excluded from the earlier phases of the
pipeline. The light grey area indicates the steps in the pipeline that are automated by
the Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT).
more accessible, scalable, and flexible. Unfortunately, the successful application
of these machine learning tools often requires expert knowledge of the tool as
well as the target problem, an awareness of all assumptions involved in the
analysis, and/or the application of simple exhaustive, brute force search. These
requirements can make the application of many machine learning approaches a
time-consuming and computationally-demanding endeavor.
As an example, a typical machine learning practitioner may build a pipeline
as shown in Figure 1. At each step, there are dozens of possible choices to make:
How to preprocess the data (e.g., what feature selector? what feature construc-
tor? etc.), what model to use (e.g., support vector machine (SVM)? artificial
neural network (ANN)? random forest (RF)? etc.), what parameters to use (e.g.,
how many decision trees in a RF? how many hidden layers in an ANN? etc.),
and so on. Experienced machine learning practitioners often have good intuitions
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on what choices are appropriate for the problem domain, but some practition-
ers can easily spend several weeks tinkering with model parameters and data
transformations until the pipeline achieves an acceptable level of performance.
In the past two decades, we have seen the growth of intelligent systems such
as evolutionary algorithms that are capable of outperforming humans in a wide
variety of tasks, such as antenna design for space missions [2], discovering and
patching bugs in large software projects [3], and even in the study of finite
algebras [4]. Considering the creative power of these intelligent systems, we must
ask ourselves: Can intelligent systems automatically design machine learning
pipelines?
In this paper, we report on the early development of an algorithm that auto-
matically constructs and optimizes machine learning pipelines through a Tree-
based Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT). We use a well-known evolutionary
computation technique called genetic programming [5] to automatically con-
struct a series of data transformations and machine learning models that act on
the data set with the goal of maximizing classification accuracy. We demonstrate
TPOT’s capabilities on an array of simulated data sets to explore the limits of
the algorithm, then apply TPOT to a genetic analysis of prostate cancer. In
particular, we show that TPOT can construct machine learning pipelines that
achieve competitive classification accuracy, and that TPOT can discover novel
pipeline operators—such as synthetic feature constructors—that significantly
improve accuracy when added to the pipeline.
2 Related Work
Historically, automated machine learning pipeline optimization has focused on
optimizing specific elements of the pipeline [6]. For example, grid search is the
most commonly-used form of hyperparameter optimization, where practitioners
apply brute force to explore a broad ranged sweep of model parameter combina-
tions in search of the parameter set that allows the machine learning model to
perform best. Recent research has shown that randomly exploring parameter sets
within the grid search often discovers high-performing parameter sets faster than
an exhaustive search [7], suggesting that there is promise for intelligent search
in the hyperparameter space. Bayesian optimization of model hyperparameters,
in particular, has been effective in this realm and has even outperformed manual
hyperparameter tuning by expert practitioners [8].
Another focus of automated machine learning has been feature construction.
One recent example of automated feature construction is “The Data Science
Machine,” which automatically constructs features from relational data sets via
deep feature synthesis [9]. In their work, Kanter et al. demonstrated the critical
role of automated feature construction in machine learning pipelines by enter-
ing their Data Science Machine into three machine learning competitions and
achieving expert-level performance in all of them.
All of these findings point to one take-away message: Intelligent systems
are capable of automatically designing portions of machine learning pipelines,
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which can save practitioners considerable amounts of time by automating one
of the most laborious parts of machine learning. To our knowledge, there have
been no published attempts at automatically optimizing entire machine learning
pipelines to date. Thus, the work presented in this paper establishes a blueprint
for future research on the automation of machine learning pipeline design.
3 Methods
In this section, we describe tree-based pipeline optimization in detail, including
the tools and concepts that underlie the Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool
(TPOT). We begin this section by describing the basic pipeline operators that
are currently implemented in TPOT. Next, we describe how the operators are
combined together into a tree-based pipeline, and show how tree-based pipelines
can be evolved via genetic programming. Finally, we end this section by providing
an overview of the data sets that we used to evaluate TPOT.
3.1 Decision Trees and Random Forests
In the version of TPOT presented here, we only used decision tree and random
forest machine learning models as they are implemented in scikit-learn [10],
a general-purpose Python machine learning library. For both models, we used
versions that perform binary classification, i.e., splitting the records into two
pre-defined groups based on their feature vectors.
A decision tree model is a flowchart-like structure that asks a series of binary
questions about each record’s features, all the while attempting to differentiate
the two groups as much as possible. An example question may be, “Height
<= 182 cm?”, where the decision tree proceeds down the path to the right if
the inequality is true and left otherwise. Generally, decision trees will select a
question based on its ability to divide the records at each split by their group the
most (i.e., maximizing the “purity” of the remaining records at that node), and
will continue attempting to divide the remaining records down each path until
either the maximum tree depth is reached or the path reaches a state where the
remaining records completely belong to one group.
A random forest model uses several decision trees in an ensemble to make
the same classification, where each decision tree is trained on a random sample
(with replacement) of the training data. Once all of the decision trees in a random
forest are constructed, their aggregate “vote” is used as the classification for the
random forest. For further reading on decision trees and random forests, see [11].
3.2 Synthetic Feature Construction
In some cases, building new features from the existing feature set can prove
useful for extracting vital information from data sets, especially when the fea-
tures interact in some important way that would not be captured by methods
that analyze only one feature at a time. In previous work, synthetic features
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constructed by random forests proved effective for combining genetic markers
into constructed features that could then be used for classification [12]. In this
paper, we allowed such synthetic features to be constructed by both decision
trees and random forests. By default, whenever a decision tree or random forest
was used to perform a classification in a TPOT pipeline, the classifications were
also added as a constructed synthetic feature to the resulting data set.
3.3 Decision Tree-based Feature Selection
Often times, it is necessary to reduce the number of features in large data sets
to improve classification accuracy—especially in genetic analyses, where it is
not uncommon for the number of genetic features to number in the thousands
or more. In this paper, we created a custom implementation of a decision tree-
based feature selection method that reduces the feature set down to a parame-
terized number of feature pairs. To evaluate the feature pairs, we exhaustively
constructed every possible two-feature combination from the feature set. These
feature pairs were then ranked based on the training classification accuracy of
a decision tree that was provided only those two features, where the feature
pairs that resulted in higher training classification accuracy were selected first.
This method allowed for the detection of epistatic interactions between features,
which is typically overlooked by traditional machine learning methods that only
consider the interaction between the endpoint and one feature at a time.
3.4 Tree-based Pipelines
To combine all of these operators into a flexible pipeline structure, we imple-
mented the pipelines as trees as shown in Figure 2. Every tree-based pipeline
began with one or more copies of the input data set at the bottom of the tree,
which was then fed into one of the many available pipeline operators: feature
construction, feature selection, or classification by decision tree or random for-
est. These operators modified the provided data set then passed the resulting
data set to the next operator as the data proceeded up the tree. In cases where
multiple copies of the data set were being processed, it was also possible for the
two data sets to be combined into a single data set via a data set combination
operator.
Each time a data set passed through a decision tree or random forest operator,
the resulting classifications were stored in a guess column, such that the most
recent classifier to process the data would have its classifications in that column.
Once the data set was fully processed by the pipeline—e.g., when the data set
passed through the Decision Tree Classifier operator in Figure 2—the values
in the guess column were used to determine the classification accuracy of the
pipeline. In this paper, we divided the data into stratified 75% training and
25% testing sets—such that the pipeline never trained but only predicted on the
testing set—and each pipeline’s accuracy was reported only on the testing set.
This tree-based pipeline structure allowed for arbitrary pipeline representa-
tions: For example, one pipeline could only apply operations in serial on a single
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Fig. 2. An example tree-based machine learning pipeline. The data set flows
through the pipeline operators, which add, remove, and modify the features in a suc-
cessive manner. Combination operators allow separate copies of the data set to be
combined, which can then be provided to a classifier to make the final classification.
copy of the data set, whereas another pipeline could just as easily work on sev-
eral copies of the data set and combine them at the end before making a final
classification.
3.5 Genetic Programming
To automatically generate these tree-based pipelines, we used a well-known evo-
lutionary computation technique called genetic programming (GP) as imple-
mented in the Python package DEAP [13]. Traditionally, GP builds trees of
mathematical functions to optimize toward a given criteria; in this case, by the
same token, GP builds trees of pipeline operators to maximize the final classi-
fication accuracy of the pipeline. Here, we used GP to evolve the sequence of
pipeline operators that acted on the data set as well as the parameters of these
operators, e.g., the number of trees in a random forest or the number of feature
pairs to select during feature selection.
In this paper, the TPOT GP algorithm followed a standard evolutionary al-
gorithm procedure. At the beginning of every TPOT run, we randomly generated
a fixed number of tree-based pipelines to constitute what we call the population.
These pipelines were then evaluated based on their classification accuracy, which
we used as the pipeline’s fitness.
Once all of the pipelines were evaluated, we proceeded to the next iteration
(i.e., generation) of the GP algorithm. To generate the next generation’s popu-
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Table 1. Genetic programming and experiment settings.
GP Parameter Value
Selection 10% elitism, rest 3-way tournament (2-way parsimony)
Population size 100
Per-individual mutation rate 90%
Per-individual crossover rate 5%
Generations 100
Replicates 30
lation, we first created exact copies of the pipeline with the highest fitness and
placed them into the new population until they represented 10% of the maxi-
mum population size (i.e., elitism of 10). To construct the remainder of the new
population, we randomly selected three pipelines from the existing population
then placed them in a tournament to decide which pipeline reproduces. In this
tournament, the pipeline with the lowest fitness was removed, then the least
complex pipeline of the remaining two (i.e., the pipeline with the fewest pipeline
operators) was chosen as the winner to be copied into the new population (i.e.,
3-way tournament selection with 2-way parsimony). This tournament selection
procedure was repeated until the remaining 90% of the new population was
created.
With the new population created, we then applied a one-point crossover
operator to a fixed percentage of the copied pipelines, where two pipelines are
selected at random, split at a random point in the tree, then have their contents
swapped between each other. Following that, a fixed percentage of the remaining
unaffected pipelines had a random change (i.e., a mutation) applied to them:
– Uniform mutation: A random operator in the pipeline was replaced with
a new randomly-generated sequence of pipeline operators.
– Insert mutation: A new randomly-generated sequence of pipeline operators
was inserted into a random place in the pipeline.
– Shrink mutation: A random subset of the pipeline operators were removed
from the pipeline.
where each mutation operator had a 13 chance of occurring when a pipeline was
mutated. In all crossover and mutation operations, creating an invalid pipeline
was disallowed, e.g., a pipeline that attempts to pass a data set into a parameter
that expects a single integer would not be allowed.
Once the crossover and mutation operations completed, the previous gener-
ation’s pipelines were deleted and this evaluate-select-crossover-mutate process
was repeated for a fixed number of generations. In this manner, TPOT’s GP
algorithm continually tinkered with the pipelines—adding new pipeline opera-
tors that improve fitness and removing redundant or detrimental operators—in
an intelligent, guided search for high-performing pipelines. At all times, the sin-
gle best-performing pipeline ever discovered during the TPOT run was tracked
and stored in a separate location and used as the representative pipeline at the
completion of the run.
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Table 1 describes the specific GP settings used in this paper. Every TPOT
replicate was seeded with a unique random number generator seed to ensure that
the runs were distinct.
3.6 GAMETES Simulated Data Sets
In order to evaluate TPOT, we adopted a diverse, complex simulation study
design. We generated a total of 12 models and 360 associated data sets using
GAMETES [14], an open source software package designed to generate a diverse
spectrum of pure, strict epistatic models. GAMETES generated random, bial-
lelic, n-locus single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) models with a precise form
of epistasis, which we refer to as pure. An n-locus model is purely epistatic if all
n loci, but no fewer, are predictive of disease status. Models were precisely gener-
ated with the desired heritabilities, SNP minor allele frequencies, and population
prevalences.
In this study, all data sets included 100 SNP attributes—8 that were pre-
dictive of a binary case/control endpoint, and 92 that were randomly generated
using an allele frequency between 0.05 and 0.5. The 8 predictive SNPs were sim-
ulated as four separate purely epistatic models, additively combined using the
newly-added “hierarchical” data simulation feature in GAMETES. In doing so,
each separate interaction model additively contributed to the determination of
the endpoint, but the overall data set did not include main effects (i.e., direct
associations between single SNP variables and the endpoint).
We simulated two-locus epistatic genetic models with heritabilities of (0.1,
0.2, or 0.4) and attribute minor allele frequencies of 0.2 in GAMETES and
selected the model with median difficulty from all those generated [15]. Data
sets with a sample size of either 200, 400, 800, or 1600 were generated, within
which each of the four underlying two-locus epistatic models carried an equal
additive weight. 30 replicates of each model and data set combination were
generated, yielding a total of 360 data sets (i.e., 3 heritabilities * 4 sample sizes
* 30 replicates). Together, this simulation study design allowed us to evaluate
TPOT across a range of data sets with varying difficulties and sample sizes to
explore the limits of TPOT’s modeling capabilities.
3.7 CGEMS Prostate Cancer Data Set
To demonstrate TPOT’s performance on a real-world data set, we applied TPOT
to a genetic analysis of a nationally available genetic data set from 2,286 men
of European descent (488 non-aggressive and 687 aggressive cases, 1,111 con-
trols) collected through the Prostate, Lung, Colon, and Ovarian (PLCO) Cancer
Screening Trial, a randomized, well-designed, multi-center investigation spon-
sored and coordinated by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and their Can-
cer Genetic Markers of Susceptibility (CGEMS) program. We focused here on
prostate cancer aggressiveness as the endpoint, where the prostate cancer is
considered aggressive if it was assigned a Gleason score ≥ 7 and was in tumor
stages III/IV. Between 1993 and 2001, the PLCO Trial recruited men ages 55-74
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years to evaluate the effect of screening on disease specific mortality, relative to
standard care. All participants signed informed consent documents approved by
both the NCI and local institutional review boards. Access to clinical and back-
ground data collected through examinations and questionnaires was approved
for use by the PLCO. Men were included in the current analysis if they had a
baseline PSA measurement before October 1, 2003, completed a baseline ques-
tionnaire, returned at least one Annual Study Update (ASU), and had available
SNP profile data through the CGEMS data portal (http://cgems.cancer.gov/).
We used a biological filter to reduce the set of genes to just those involved in
apoptosis (programmed cell death), DNA repair, and antioxidation/carcinogen
metabolism. These biological processes are hypothesized to play an important
role in prostate cancer. This report evaluated a total of 219 SNPs in the afore-
mentioned biological pathways in relation to aggressive prostate cancer.
4 Results
In this section, we present the performance of the tree-based pipeline optimiza-
tion tool (TPOT) on the GAMETES simulated data sets and the real-world
CGEMS prostate cancer data set.
4.1 GAMETES Simulated Data Sets
To begin, we tested TPOT on a broad range of heritability settings and data
set sizes from GAMETES to explore TPOT’s limits. Figure 3 shows that in
the higher heritability setting of 0.4—with the least amount of noise in the
data set—TPOT achieved >80% testing accuracy even with only 200 records
to train on. Even at the more difficult heritability setting of 0.1—with a large
amount of noise in the data set—TPOT achieved >65% testing accuracy with
only 800 records for training. However, at data set sizes of <=200 records and
0.1 heritability, the pipelines discovered by TPOT didn’t perform much better
than chance (i.e., 50% testing accuracy due to the balanced classes). Generally,
this array of tests demonstrated that TPOT performs best when provided with
a) larger data sets to train on and/or b) models with higher heritability (i.e., less
noise), which is to be expected since both configurations entail that the signal
in the data set is easier to detect.
We also compared TPOT’s classification performance to that of a basic ran-
dom forest with 100 decision trees and a version of TPOT that optimized only
model selection and parameters (i.e., neither versions had access to the feature
selection nor feature construction operators). As shown in Figure 3, TPOT per-
formed significantly better with the feature selection and construction operators
included in all but the most difficult data sets. This finding showed that TPOT
can discover useful feature construction and selection operators that that im-
prove classification accuracy over solely optimizing the model parameters.
Lastly, we compared TPOT’s classification performance with selection (i.e.,
genetic programming optimizing for classification accuracy) to a version of TPOT
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Fig. 3. Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT) performance com-
parison across a range of data set sizes and difficulties. Each subplot on the
grid shows the distribution of balanced 10-fold cross validation accuracies, where each
notched box plot represents a sample of 30 data sets. (Note: The notches in the box
plots indicate 95% confidence intervals of the median.) The experiments compared in-
clude a random forest with 100 decision trees (“Random Forest”), a version of TPOT
that only automates model selection and model parameters (“TPOT (models only)”),
standard TPOT with genetic programming (“TPOT”), and standard TPOT with ran-
dom generation of pipelines (“TPOT (random search)”). The subplots correspond to
varying GAMETES configurations, where the x-axis modifies the number of records
in the data set and the y-axis modifies the heritability in the model (where higher
heritability reduces the amount of noise and vice versa). The grid ranges from easy
configurations in the top right (larger data sets generated from higher heritability
models) to difficult configurations in the bottom left (smaller data sets generated from
low heritability models).
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Fig. 4. Balanced testing accuracy scores on the CGEMS prostate cancer
data set as the data set progresses through the pipeline. Each step in this
diagram corresponds to a pipeline operator in the final TPOT pipeline. Starting from
the raw data set, the pipeline applies a series of three feature construction steps (a
random forest feature constructor, a decision tree feature constructor, then another
random forest feature constructor), adding a new synthetic feature to the data set each
time before proceeding to the next step. At the final classification step, the random
forest classifier has access to a data set (E4) containing all the original features along
with the three new synthetic features, which allows it to accurately classify significantly
more patients than without the synthetic features.
that randomly generated the same number of pipelines (i.e., randomly generates
population size * generations number of pipelines, or 10,000 pipelines in this
case). Figure 3 shows that TPOT with selection did not perform significantly
differently than TPOT via random search. This finding suggests that randomly
generating pipelines eventually discovers a top-performing pipeline, and selection
may not have performed a vital role on the GAMETES data sets.
4.2 CGEMS Prostate Cancer Data Set
Next, we applied TPOT to the CGEMS prostate cancer data set to demon-
strate its performance on a real-world genetic analysis. As shown in Figure 4,
TPOT discovered a pipeline that achieved a balanced testing accuracy of 60.8%,
which is competitive with previous accuracy of 59.8% on the same data set with
the Computational Evolution System (CES) [16]. However, the balanced test-
ing accuracy of the final TPOT pipeline dropped significantly to 51.7% with
10-fold cross-validation, suggesting that there was overfitting occurring with the
pipelines despite our use of a 75%/25% training/testing validation split during
the optimization process.
In addition, Figure 4 shows the progression of balanced testing accuracy as
the pipeline added constructed features to the data set. Starting with the raw
data set (E1), a random forest is only capable of achieving a 54.7% balanced
testing accuracy on E1. However, when the pipeline used that same random
forest to construct and add a new synthetic feature to the data set—creating
a new data set, E2—a decision tree achieves a significantly-improved balanced
testing accuracy of 58.7%. At the final random forest classifier, the pipeline
had added three synthetic features in total to the data set (E4), enabling the
random forest to achieve a much-improved 60.8% balanced testing accuracy.
These findings further support the theory that TPOT can discover novel feature
construction methods that improve the pipeline’s classification accuracy.
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Fig. 5. Top 10 features for each pipeline step for the CGEMS prostate
cancer data set. Each bar chart shows the feature importance scores of the top 10
features for each pipeline step, where the feature importance scores are determined
by the feature’s Gini importance [17], i.e., the sum of the feature’s contributions to
dividing the two classes. Synthetic Features 1, 2, and 3 are constructed features built
by the pipeline operators. Each feature is named after the corresponding SNP in the
CGEMS prostate cancer data set.
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To provide a more detailed view of the pipeline, we looked at the top 10
features (according to their feature importance scores) that were used during
the synthetic feature construction and classification steps. When constructing
the first synthetic feature (“Synthetic Feature 1”, Figure 5), the random forest
primarily used the NAT2 and BCL2 SNPs to classify the patients. Interestingly,
CES also discovered that these SNPs play an important role in determining the
aggressiveness of prostate cancer [16], which lends support to their importance in
the biological functions of prostate cancer aggressiveness. During the construc-
tion of the second synthetic feature (“Synthetic Feature 2”, Figure 5), Synthetic
Feature 1 played a much larger role in classifying the patients, further showing
the synthesizing power of synthetic features. Despite the major role that Syn-
thetic Feature 1 played, the decision tree was also able to integrate information
from other SNPs such as RAF1 and BID into Synthetic Feature 2. The third and
final synthetic feature (“Synthetic Feature 3”, Figure 5) similarly relied on the
previous synthetic features to classify the patients yet integrated new informa-
tion from the remaining SNPs, which allowed the final random forest classifier to
make a significantly improved classification based on the three synthetic features
(“Final Classification”, Figure 5).
5 Discussion
It is important to note that the goal of pipeline optimization is not to replace
data scientists nor machine learning practitioners. Rather, we aim for the tree-
based pipeline optimization tool (TPOT) to be a “Data Science Assistant”
that can explore the data, discover novel features, and recommend pipelines
to the practitioner. From there, the practitioner is free to build on the auto-
mated pipelines and integrate their domain knowledge as they see fit. To aid
in this goal, we have released TPOT as an open source Python package that
provides a flexible implementation of the concepts introduced in this paper. We
encourage interested practitioners to involve themselves in the project on GitHub
(https://github.com/rhiever/tpot/).
In this paper, we showed that TPOT is capable of building machine learning
pipelines that achieve competitive classification accuracy and discovering novel
pipeline operators—such as synthetic feature constructors—that significantly
improve classification accuracy. However, TPOT is not without its drawbacks.
For example, TPOT with guided search did not perform significantly differently
than TPOT with randomly-generated pipelines (Figure 3), which suggests that
the additional layer of guided search (i.e., genetic programming) is not useful
in the current version of TPOT. We believe that guided search did not outper-
form random search in this case because TPOT currently lacks clear building
blocks [18]—i.e., small combinations of pipeline operators that can be combined
to improve accuracy—for evolution to act on, and instead builds pipelines from
powerful pipeline operators such as random forest classifiers. In future work, we
will explore methods to divide the pipeline operators into better building blocks
for TPOT to work with.
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Furthermore, in Section 4.2 we showed that TPOT built a pipeline that suf-
fered significantly from overfitting on the CGEMS prostate cancer data set. In
this work, we attempted to prevent overfitting by evaluating the TPOT pipelines
by dividing the data set into a 75%/25% training/testing validation set, where
the pipelines were trained on the training set and assigned a fitness according to
their balanced accuracy on the testing set. In place of overfitting on the training
data, the pipeline overfit on the testing data instead, which suggests that alterna-
tive methods are required to prevent TPOT from overfitting. In future work, we
will explore methods such as multi-objective [19] and Pareto optimization [20],
where one of the objectives/Pareto fronts can be pipeline generalization perfor-
mance or pipeline complexity (assuming less-complex pipelines will generalize
better).
In the GAMETES simulated data sets, the random forest and decision tree
classifiers failed to detect the epistatic pairs in the data sets on their own, which
resulted in poor classification accuracy (Figure 3, “Random Forest” and “TPOT
(models only)”). This failure likely occurred because traditional machine learning
algorithms only look at single feature-class correlations, which will necessarily
overlook any interactions between the features. We believe that this result points
to the need for machine learning algorithms such as Spatially Uniform ReliefF
(SURF) [21] that can reliably and efficiently discover important features that
have epistatic interactions with other features.
When applied to the CGEMS prostate cancer data set, TPOT discovered
several synthetic features that significantly contributed to the classification ac-
curacy of the pipeline. Notably, several of the SNPs that TPOT used to classify
the patients—NAT2 and BCL2, in particular—were also found to play an impor-
tant role in the prediction prostate cancer aggressiveness in a previous study [16],
which highlights TPOT’s ability to contribute to knowledge discovery. In future
work, we will continue to develop methods to extract new knowledge such as
feature importances from TPOT pipelines.
Beyond the work discussed above, in the near future we will continue develop-
ing TPOT to integrate more feature selection (e.g., SURF [21]) and construction
operators, more machine learning models (e.g., support vector machines, logis-
tic regression, K-nearest neighbor classifiers, etc.), and better hyperparameter
optimization (e.g., Bayesian optimization methods [8]). In general, we seek to in-
tegrate as many pipeline operators as possible into TPOT, with the assumption
that genetic programming will discover the best operators (or set of operators)
for the classification task at hand.
6 Conclusions
Machine learning pipeline optimization is poised to transform data science by
automating one of the most tedious parts of machine learning. In this paper,
we introduced a new method for automatically creating and optimizing ma-
chine learning pipelines, tree-based pipeline optimization, and demonstrated its
effectiveness on a series of simulated and real-world genetic data sets. In par-
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ticular, we showed that such a system can automatically build machine learn-
ing pipelines that achieve competitive classification accuracy as well as discover
novel pipeline operators—such as synthetic feature constructors—that signifi-
cantly improve classification accuracy on these data sets. We also highlighted
the current challenges to pipeline optimization, such as the tendency to produce
pipelines that overfit the data, and suggested future research paths to overcome
these challenges. As such, this work represents an early step toward fully au-
tomating machine learning pipeline design.
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